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The Standardised Precipitation and Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) became one of the popular drought
indices in the context of increasing temperatures under global warming in recent periods. The SPEI is
estimated by ﬁtting a probability distribution for the difference between precipitation (P) and potential
evapotranspiration (PET), which represents the climatic water balance. The choice of an inappropriate
probability distribution may lead to bias in the index values leading to distorted drought severity. Till
date, none of the studies have focused on the suitability of the probability distribution for SPEI over
India. The objective of the present study is to compare and evaluate the performance of a group of
candidate probability distributions over seven meteorologically homogeneous zones and all over India
using high resolution (0.25°) gridded daily precipitation data from India Meteorological Department
(IMD). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test was used to test the goodness-of-ﬁt for (P–PET) and
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to obtain the relative distribution rankings for each grid
point. The results of the study suggest that Pearson type III distribution has performed better than other
distributions, significantly for shorter time scales and slightly for longer time scales, for each meteorological homogeneous zone based on K–S test. Also, for shorter time scales, Pearson type III distribution
has been observed to be significantly better based on AIC with 82.89% and 71.91% grid points for 3 and 6
months, respectively. However, the relative ranking by AIC revealed GEV distribution as the best ﬁt for
SPEI values all over India for longer time scales with total grid points as 50.26%, and 58.81% for 12- and
24-month time scales respectively. Pearson type III distribution for shorter time scales (3 and 6 months)
and GEV distribution for longer time scales (12 and 24 months) have been identiﬁed as the best distributions for ﬁtting SPEI for Indian case study. Comparison of GEV based SPEI with remote sensing-based
drought severity index (DSI) for drought events indicated concordance for most of regions in India. Also,
SPEI is evaluated to test its capability to represent seasonality and its performance has been compared
with Standardised Precipitation Anomaly Index (SPAI) which is known to represent seasonality well.
Keywords. SPEI; India; GEV; log-logistic; K–S test; AIC.

1. Introduction
Drought is an extreme event which continues for
a long duration aﬀecting natural resources,
environment, and society. The onset, persistence,

and termination of a drought are usually gradual
processes; however, its overall impact may be far
more disastrous than that of ﬂood (Bhalme and
Mooley 1980). Several drought indices have been
developed, which evaluate the deviation of
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climate variables in a given year from the normal
conditions (Dai 2011; Liu et al. 2017). These
drought indices also serve as monitoring tools
and operational indicators for water resources
management. The Standardised Precipitation
Index (SPI) developed by McKee et al. (1993)
measures the normalised rainfall anomalies. This
was considered as simple and most widely used
universal drought index and also recommended
by the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO 2012). Several studies adopted SPI for
the drought characterisation globally (Bordi
et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2007) and for Indian subcontinent (Guhathakurta 2003; Goswami et al.
2006; Ghosh and Mujumdar 2007; Pai et al.
2011). However, SPI can only estimate the
drought under lack of precipitation, but will not
be able to detect the drought conditions under
higher than normal atmospheric evaporative
demand (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2015). More
specifically, a drought indicator should account
for the atmospheric demand of moisture in the
context of increasing temperatures in the recent
periods of global warming. SPEI has been proposed by Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010), which
considers the PET in addition to precipitation
and it can be worked at several time scales. In
the recent years, SPEI has been widely used to
study the drought events worldwide (Allen et al.
2011; Aadhar and Mishra 2017). In the context of
Indian subcontinent, several studies (Kumar
et al. 2013; Mallya et al. 2016; Alam et al. 2017;
Nath et al. 2017) used SPEI to analyse the
Indian drought scenario.
The formulation of SPEI necessitates the choice
and ﬁtting of an appropriate parametric probability distribution for transformation of accumulated climatic water demand into standard normal
distribution. The choice of an inappropriate
probability distribution may lead to bias in the
index values leading to inaccurate drought characterisation (Sienz et al. 2012; Stagge et al. 2015).
Moreover, most of the earlier drought studies all
over India were based on the original structure of
SPEI formulation by Vicente-Serrano et al.
(2010). Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010, 2015) formulated SPEI using three parameter log-logistic
(LL) distribution. However, Stagge et al. (2015)
recommended Generalised Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution for formulating the SPEI. Few more
studies (Homdee et al. 2016) also revealed that
GEV distribution ﬁts well for the climatic water
balance. Pearson Type III (PT-III) distribution
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was also noted to be a reliable distribution for the
estimation of SPEI over China (Wang et al. 2019).
Given the ambiguity and debate on the selection
of appropriate probability distribution for SPEI
drought index formulation (Stagge et al. 2016;
Vicente-Serrano and Beguerıa 2016), it is important to study the performance of various probability distributions and their corresponding
suitability over a particular region in the context
of water resources management decision making.
To the best of author’s knowledge, none of the
drought studies over India have been conducted
to analyse the performance of a probability distribution in the drought characterisation using
SPEI. So we considered GEV, 3-parameter loglogistic, Pearson Type III and Normal distributions for the performance evaluation based on the
literature (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010; Stagge
et al. 2015; Homdee et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019).
Further, application of SPEI with a single probability distribution all over India may not be a
meaningful index due to the large spatial heterogeneity in the rainfall patterns at various temporal scales of Indian monsoon rainfall (Rajeevan
et al. 2010; Saikranthi et al. 2013).
The objective of the present analysis is to
compare and evaluate the performance of a group
of candidate probability distributions over seven
meteorological homogeneous zones covering
Indian land mass at various time scales. The
probability distributions were tested using
Kolomogrov–Smirnov test and relative distribution
rankings by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
for all zones with ﬁne resolution gridded datasets at
0.25° provided by India Meteorological Department (IMD). Further, comparison is made between
the SPEI drought index obtained using the best
ﬁtted distribution and remote sensing-based
drought severity index (DSI) to evaluate the performance of SPEI in the event of drought. Given
that India is a monsoon dominated country, the
study tested for the seasonality of SPEI in capturing the variation of rainfall in dry and wet
months.
The paper is structured as follows: The study
area, data, and methodology involved in ﬁtting
the climatic water balance are explained in section 3. The results of each distribution for each
meteorologically homogeneous zone and all over
India are compared in section 4 with the concluding remarks in the section 5. All the ﬁgures in
this paper are generated using MATLAB
and QGIS.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1 Study area and data
The Indian subcontinent extent which is deﬁned as
the region between 7.5°–37.5°N and 67.5°–97.5°E,
covering main land region of India, was considered
in the present study (ﬁgure 1). India is characterized by seven major meteorological homogeneous
zones based on India Meteorological Department
(IMD) (Parthasarathy et al. 1996), described
herein as the North, South, West, Central, NorthEast, North-East hills, and Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K). Out of these seven zones, complete data is
available for ﬁve zones, while portions of J&K and
North-East hills were not considered due to
inconsistent data availability.
The present study made an eﬀort to use a high
resolution 0.25° daily rainfall data prepared by
IMD for the period of 1901–2014 for a spatial
domain of 7.5°–37.5°N and 67.5°–97.5°E. The daily
rainfall records are generated from 6955 rain gauge
stations with varying availability. The density of
the stations is relatively high in the southern
Peninsula and relatively low over northern-most
areas of India, northwest India, northeast India,
and eastern parts of central India (Pai et al. 2014).
The new ﬁne resolution datasets were tested by Pai
et al. (2014) for the comparability of large sale
climatological features of rainfall all over India
with the existing IMD rainfall datasets at 0.5° and
1° resolutions (Rajeevan et al. 2008; Rajeevan and
Bhate 2009). The daily maximum and minimum

temperature datasets at 1° resolution for the period
of 1951–2014 from IMD are used in the present
study. The data of 395 quality controlled stations
are used with an angular distance weighting algorithm (Shepard 1968) and compared with monthly
mean temperature dataset by Cort Willmott and
Kenji Matsuura of University of Delaware (www.
cdc.noaa.gov) with 0.5° resolution for the period of
1951–1999 with 0.8 correlation coefﬁcient for most
parts of the country (Srivastava et al. 2009). The
average temperature datasets are brought to a
common resolution of 0.25° at precipitation gridded dataset by bilinear interpolation method with
the adequacy of interpolation of smoothly varying
variables by National Centre for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR). The precipitation and temperature datasets were aggregated to monthly scale to
perform the analysis.
DSI is based on the current operational satellitebased terrestrial evapo-transpiration (ET/PET)
obtained from a Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) MOD16 ET product
driven by the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction–Department of Energy Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project Reanalysis II
(NCEP–DOE II). It also takes normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) products based on
MODI-13 as inputs for the calculation of drought
index values. DSI data sets of 0.5° resolution for a
period of 12 yrs (2000–2011) were obtained from
Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group
(NTSG) website. The data is then interpolated
using bilinear interpolation to 0.25° resolution for
comparison with SPEI.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Calculation of PET by Hargreaves model
The drought index SPEI is estimated by ﬁtting a
probability distribution for the climatic water
balance (D) which is calculated as follows:
D ¼ P  PET

Figure 1. IMD meteorologically homogeneous regions of
India.

ð1Þ

where P is the monthly precipitation (mm) and
PET is the monthly potential evapotranspiration
(mm). There are several methods to estimate the
PET (Thornthwaite 1948; Penman 1948; Ivanov
1954; Doorenbos and Pruitt 1977) and applicability
of each method depends on the availability of the
meteorological data for the given region. Most of
the drought assessment studies (Thornthwaite
1948; Hargreaves and Samani 1982, 1985) have
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dealt with only temperature (maximum, minimum
and mean air temperatures) based PET methods.
Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010) used Thornthwaite
equation to estimate the PET, which considers the
monthly mean air temperature and geographical
location of the region of interest as input variables.
The use of Thornthwaite equation leads to an
underestimation of PET in arid and semiarid
regions (Jensen et al. 1990), and an
overestimation of PET in humid and tropical
regions (Van der Schrier et al. 2011). Stagge et al.
(2014) suggest that, if data permits, Hargreaves
equation could be a useful balance between
consistency and minimal data requirements.
Therefore, the present study used Hargreaves
model to estimate PET, which considers the
monthly minimum, maximum and mean air
temperatures, and geographical location of the
region of interest as input variables. Hargreaves
and Samani (1982, 1985) proposed several
improvements to the Hargreaves (1975) equation
for estimating daily PET (mm d1), as given:
PET ¼ 0:0023  ðTmax  Tmin Þ1=2  ðTmean þ 17:8Þ  Ra

ð2Þ
where Tmax, Tmin and Tmean represent the
monthly maximum, minimum and mean temperature, respectively. Ra is the extra-terrestrial
radiation expressed in equivalent evaporation
units which is computed from information on
location of the site based on the latitude and time
of the year. Therefore, the only data required for
the calculation of PET is the maximum, minimum
and mean temperatures which were obtained from
IMD.
Once, the PET is estimated, the values of
climatic water balance (D) were estimated for each
month using (equation 1). The PET values estimated based on Hargreaves model and monthly
rainfall are aggregated to the respective n-month
scale as follows:
Pik ¼

Xi
ikþ1

Pi

ð3Þ

where k=n, i=–1,.., length of time series˝
PETik ¼

Xi
ikþ1

PET i

climatic water balance (D) of SPEI in month i was
estimated as follows:
Din ¼ Pin  PETin

ð5Þ

The present study used 3-, 6-, 12- and 24-month
time scales in the estimation of Din values. Based on
the original formulation of SPEI proposed by
Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010), a three-parameter
log-logistic distribution is used for ﬁtting the Din
values. The present study used the GEV, PT-III
and normal distributions in addition to LL
distribution for the transformation of Din values
in the standard normal values.
2.2.2 Fitting different probability distributions
for accumulated climatic water balance
The present study considered the most commonly
used probability distributions in the literature
(Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010, 2015; Stagge et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2019). The climatic water
balance (D) may take negative values when the
PET exceeds rainfall, and hence not bounded by
zero (Stagge et al. 2015). Therefore, the present
study considered (i) GEV distribution, (ii) Threeparameter LL distribution, (iii) PT-III distribution, and (iv) Normal distributions to ﬁt the time
series of accumulated climatic water balance
values at various time scales. The parameter
estimation of GEV, PT-III and Normal distributions were ﬁtted by Maximum likelihood estimation and the LL distribution with L-moments
methods as suggested by Vicente-Serrano et al.
(2010).
Generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution: GEV distribution comes under the family of
extreme value theory, which is the limiting distribution for an observed variable of maximum or
minimum values that are independent and identically distributed. The probability density function
(f(x)) of the three-parameter GEV distribution is
given as follows:
8  h
inþ1
1=n
1
>
>
e½ð1þnzðxÞÞ  ; n 6¼ 0; 1 þ nzðxÞ [ 0
ð1 þ n zðxÞÞ1=n
<
r
f ðxÞ ¼  
1 zðxÞezðxÞ
>
>
:
;
n ¼ 0; 1\x\1
e
r

ð6Þ

ð4Þ
where

where k=n, i=–1,.., length of time series˝Pik and
PETik are the accumulated rainfall and PET in
month i respectively. Then, the n-month scale

zðxÞ ¼

x l
r

ð7Þ
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where l, r and n are the location, scale and shape
parameters respectively which are estimated using
the maximum likelihood method. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF), F(x), for GEV can be
calculated as follows:
F ðx Þ ¼ eðt ðx ÞÞ

ð8Þ

where
8

1n
>
ðx  lÞ
<
1þn
t ðx Þ ¼
r
>
: ðx  lÞ=r
e

if n 6¼ 0

:

ð9Þ

if n ¼ 0

Three-parameter log-logistic distribution:
The probability density function (f(x)) of the
three-parameter log-logistic distribution is given
as follows:

 "

 #2
b X  c b1
X c b
1þ
f ðxÞ ¼
a
a
a

ð10Þ

where a, b and c are the scale, shape and origin
parameters respectively which are obtained by
L-moments procedure as follows:
2w1  w0
b¼
6w1  w0  6w2
a¼

ðw0  2w1 Þb
Cð1 þ 1=bÞCð1  1=bÞ

c ¼ w0  aCð1 þ 1=bÞCð1  1=bÞ

ð11Þ
ð12Þ
ð13Þ

where w0 , w1 , and w2 are the probability weighted
moments calculated based on method by Sheng
and Hashino (2007), as follows:
nr 

1 n11 X
nj x ;
Wr ¼
j
r
n r
j¼1

r ¼ 0; 1; 2

ð14Þ

where n is the sample size and xj is the ordered
vector of observations in descending order.
Next, the cumulative distribution function of
log-logistic distribution can be calculated with the
estimated parameters as
"



X c
FðxÞ ¼ 1 þ
a

b #1

ð15Þ

Normal distribution: The probability density
function (f(x)) of the two-parameter Normal
distribution is given as follows:



1
1 x  l2
; 1\x\1
f ðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp 
2
r
r 2p
ð16Þ
where l and r are the mean and variance
parameters respectively which are estimated
using the maximum likelihood method. The
cumulative distribution function for Normal
distribution is calculated as
1
FðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 2p

Z

x
1



1 x  l2
exp 
dx
2
r

ð17Þ

Pearson Type III distribution: The Pearson
Type III distribution has been frequently used in
hydrology studies. It is also known as generalized
gamma distribution as it can be obtained by
introducing a location parameter to a twoparameter gamma distribution. The probability
distribution function of the Pearson Type III
distribution is given as
f ðx Þ ¼



1
x  c a1 ðxcÞ=b
e
bCðaÞ
b

ð18Þ

where a, b and c represent the shape, scale and
location parameters respectively which are estimated using maximum likelihood method. The
cumulative distribution function of the Pearson
Type III distribution is not available in closed
form. The Pearson Type III distribution parameters and cumulative distribution are calculated by
‘PearsonDS’ package in R.
2.2.3 Calculating the values of SPEI
With the values of F(x), the SPEI values can be
calculated as follows:
SPEI ¼ W 

C0 þ C1 W þ C2 W 2
1 þ d1 W þ d2 W 2 þ d3 W 3

ð19Þ

where
W ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnðpÞ

for p  0:5

ð20Þ

where P is the probability of exceeding a
determined D value, P = 1  F(x). If P [ 0.5, then
P is replaced by 1  P and the sign of the resultant
SPEI is reversed. The constants are C0 =
2.5515517, C1 = 0.802583, C2 = 0.010328,
d1 = 1.432788, d2 = 0.189269, and d3 = 0.001308.
By substituting the C0, C1 and C2 values in
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equation (19), we calculate the SPEI values at
n-month scale.

2.2.4 Performance evaluation criteria
of candidate distributions
The best probability distribution for ﬁtting the
climatic water balance values in the formulation of
SPEI value can be selected based on (i) distance
measure between candidate distributions and the
empirical distributions of the data using goodnessof-ﬁt tests (K–S test) (ii) likelihood ratio tests
based on the information criteria for relative
ranking of the distributions (AIC test). In the
present study two performance evaluation criterion, K–S goodness-of-ﬁt and statistical method,
AIC (Akaike 1974) is used to select the most
appropriate candidate distribution in the
formulation of SPEI for meteorologically homogeneous zones and overall India at different time
scales.
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test: The goodness-of-ﬁt test, K–S test was adopted to decide if
the estimated climatic water balance time series
belongs to a hypothesized continuous distribution.
The K–S test measures the maximum difference
between the theoretical cumulative distribution
and empirical cumulative distribution of sampled
points. If x1 ; . . .; xn are the random samples from a
candidate distribution with CDF (F(x)), the
empirical CDF can be estimated as
Fn ðxÞ ¼

number of observations  x
n

ð21Þ

The K–S test statistic will be based on the
largest vertical difference (D) between the
theoretical and empirical CDFs of candidate
distribution.
D ¼ maxjFn ðxÞ  FðxÞj:

ð22Þ

The hypothesis that the data follows the
candidate distribution will be rejected if
the test statistic, D is greater than the critical
value obtained from the standard table for a
given significance level (Chakravarty et al.
1967).
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): AIC
provides the best distribution in a particular set of
distributions by relative comparisons with one
another. Majorly, AIC captures the bias of ﬁt and

the unreliability from the number of model
parameters. Each probability distribution will be
ranked according to the AIC value and the distribution function with the minimum AIC value can
be considered as the best distribution for the estimation of SPEI for each grid point.
AIC ¼ 2k  2 lnðLÞ;

ð23Þ

where k is the number of parameters of a
probability distribution and L is the maximized
value of the likelihood function for the
distribution.

3. Results and discussion
The selected four distributions (LL, GEV,
PT-III, and Normal) were tested and compared with
K–S test for goodness-of-ﬁt and relative comparison
among the selected distributions using AIC information. A rejection frequency for each candidate
distribution was deﬁned based on K–S test to study
the suitability of a particular distribution for ﬁtting
the climatic water balance for overall India and for
each meteorologically homogeneous zone. The
rejection frequency is deﬁned as the ratio of number of grid points which did not ﬁt the time series of
water balance, D, (P–PET) for the selected distribution, to the total number of grid points in the
region at a given significance level. Lower the
rejection frequency, better the distribution performance in a particular region according to K–S test
at a significance level of 0.05. Further to understand the appropriateness of each of the probability
distributions for various homogeneous meteorological zones, the present study analysed the
agreement and disagreement of a given distribution
for spatial averages (ﬁgure 2) and for various time
scales for each grid point (ﬁgures 3–9).
The Normal distribution was not found to be a
promising distribution for ﬁtting SPEI for all
zones and all over India for various time scales,
therefore this distribution was excluded for zonal
wise analysis comparison. Here onwards, the
suitability of candidate distribution analysis at
zonal level was made among GEV, log-logistic and
PT-III distributions only. For shorter accumulation time periods (3 and 6 months), PT-III was
identiﬁed as the best distribution compared to the
other candidate distributions. Whereas, at longer
accumulated time durations of 12 and 24 months
all distributions except Normal were found to be
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Figure 2. Spatial averaged K–S test rejection frequency (%) for SPEI probability distributions for all accumulated periods for various meteorologically homogeneous zones and
all over India.
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Figure 3. Results from K–S test for Central zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for each
probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

working with almost with same rejection
frequencies with K–S test at 0.05 significance level.
For central zone, the GEV distribution was
found to be more suitable at 3-month time accumulation period with spatial averaged K–S rejection frequencies estimated as 35.76% compared to
other distributions. Whereas, for 6-, 12- and
24-month accumulation periods the PT-III was
found to be the best ﬁtting distribution. It can be
also noted that, at 12-month time accumulation
period, all distributions have performed with less
rejection frequencies (less than 1% difference).
Figure 3 shows the accepted and rejected grids
with K–S test for various accumulated periods and
with each distribution for Central Zone. Moreover,
the difference between the disagreements with a

given distribution is more for the short accumulation
periods of 3-months (35.76 for GEV, 73.59 for LL
and 53.8 for PT-III) and 6-months (63.54 for
GEV, 93.22 for LL and 41.5 for PT-III) compared
to long accumulation periods of 12-months (7.07
for GEV, 6.62 for LL and 6.2 for PT-III) and 24
months (13.62 for GEV, 18.56 for LL and 9.7 PTIII). Therefore, for Central zone the GEV, LL and
PT-III distributions have performed reasonably
well at 12- and 24-month scales.
Figure 4 shows the accepted and rejected grids
with K–S test for various accumulated periods and
with each distribution for North Zone. The North
zone’s K–S rejection frequencies were obtained as
79.68%, 76.27%, and 89.17% for GEV, LL, PT-III
distributions respectively for 3-month scale
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Figure 4. Results from K–S test for North zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for each
probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

(ﬁgures 2 and 4). Whereas, at 6-month scale the
estimated K–S rejection frequencies were obtained
as 55.47%, 82.36% and 36.37% for GEV, LL and
PT-III distributions respectively (ﬁgures 2 and 4).
Therefore, with the high K–S rejection values, none
of the distributions under consideration were found
to be promising at 3-month and 6-month accumulated periods for the ﬁtting of SPEI values for
North zone. However, for higher accumulated time
periods of 12-month (2.91 for GEV, 3.52 for LL and
0.72 for PT-III) and 24-months (11.07 for GEV,
9.85 for LL and 3.77 for PT-III) the PT-III was
noticed to perform well for ﬁtting the SPEI. Particularly, for annual scale drought studies of SPEI,
the PT-III distribution was found to be the best for
North zone.

Figure 5 shows the accepted and rejected grids
with K–S test for various accumulated periods and
with each distribution for South Zone. For South
zone, the PT-III distribution has performed as
promising distribution to formulate the SPEI
drought index for all accumulation periods. It can
also be noted that LL distribution was found to be
suitable with K–S rejection frequencies as 4.08 %
and 15.24 % compared to PT-III rejection frequencies as 5.03% and 12.89% for 12- and
24-month accumulation periods respectively
(ﬁgures 2 and 5). Figure 6 shows the accepted and
rejected grids with K–S test for various accumulated periods and with each distribution for West
Zone. Similar to North zone, for the West zone also
none of the distributions under consideration ﬁt the
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Figure 5. Results from K–S test for South zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for each
probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

3-month accumulation period of D with spatial
averaged K–S rejection frequencies estimated as
91.86% for GEV, 68.69% for LL and 65.8 for PTIII. For the remaining accumulation time periods
PT-III distribution was found to be suitable distribution for the formulation of SPEI for Western
zone (ﬁgures 2 and 6). Figure 7 shows the accepted
and rejected grids with K–S test for various accumulated periods and with each distribution for
North-East Zone. For North-East zone also none of
the distribution has shown as best ﬁt for 3-month
accumulation time period for the formulation of
SPEI with rejection frequencies estimated as
96.39% for GEV, 100% and for 85.81 for PT-III.
For longer time accumulation periods such as 12
and 24 months, the PT-III was identiﬁed as the

best distribution in the formulation of SPEI for
North-East zone (ﬁgures 2 and 7).
Figure 8 shows the accepted and rejected grids
with K–S test for various accumulated periods and
with each distribution for North-East hills Zone.
For the North-East hills (ﬁgures 2 and 8) zone,
GEV distribution has been identiﬁed as the best
performing distribution for shorter time scales of 3and 6-months with rejection frequencies as 48.03%
and 11.02%. However, for the 12-month time scale
all three distributions performed similarly (30.01%
for GEV, 29.27% for LL and 26.77% for PT-III).
For 24-month time scale the performance of LL
distribution was found to be the best. Figure 9
shows the accepted and rejected grids with K–S
test for various accumulated periods and with each
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Figure 6. Results from K–S test for West zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for each
probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

distribution for Jammu and Kashmir Zone. For
Jammu and Kashmir zone, GEV was the best ﬁtting distribution at shorter time scales (1.92% and
2.74% for 3- and 6-month time scales). For longer
time scales the performance of all three distributions was comparable (ﬁgures 2 and 9), with none
of the distributions able to ﬁt the data in the North
of Jammu and Kashmir zone correctly.
Table 1 gives the performance of each probability distribution to ﬁt the SPEI values for various
time scales of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months for all over
India. The Normal distribution was observed to ﬁt
the SPEI with highest rejection frequency for various accumulated time periods of D values all over
India. For all accumulation periods PT-III distribution was noted to be having the least rejection
frequency all over India according to the K–S test.

However, it is to be noted that at longer time scales
(12 and 24 months) the difference in rejection frequencies for all the distributions is very small.
Therefore, for long-accumulation periods, we make
use of AIC to determine the best performing distribution all over India. The present study used
AIC relative ranking to further investigate the best
ﬁtted distribution all over India for various time
scales. As AIC produces only relative ranking, we
cannot comment on the absolute accuracy or ﬁt of
the distribution depending on it (Sienz et al. 2012).
The AIC values (equation 23) are estimated for
each grid point for a given probability distribution
at various time scales all over India. The AIC
values of each distribution are ranked and the best
distribution is assigned to each grid point based on
the minimum AIC value for a given accumulated
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Figure 7. Results from K–S test for North-East zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for each
probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

time period. Figure 10 shows the spatial comparison
of SPEI distributions with best relative ﬁt, based
on AIC for various time scales all over India. For 3
months accumulated period, the PT-III distribution has produced good relative ﬁt for all over
India except for the Western Ghats and parts of
West zone with about 82.89% of total grids as
shown in ﬁgure 10. Whereas, the Normal distribution and LL distributions have been performed
reasonably good for the arid climate of West zone
with 41% of total grids combinedly at 3-month
timescale. Based on AIC, the PT-III distribution
was found to be best ﬁtted distribution for
6-month accumulated period for all over India
with about 71.91% of total grid points. GEV distribution was identiﬁed as the best distribution
according to AIC in parts of Central, North and
South zones covering a total of 25.42% grid points.

For the 12-month time scale, the GEV
distribution has performed best with 50.26% of the
total grids and LL distribution with 20.33% of the
total grids, mostly distributed over the South and
North-East regions. Similarly, for the 24-month
time scale also, the GEV distribution has performed best with 58.81% of the total grids followed
by LL and PT-III distributions at 25.28% and
17.33%, respectively. Furthermore, the LL distribution has been noted to perform reasonably well
for the North, North-East, North-East hills and
South zones at 12- and 24-month accumulated
periods (ﬁgure 10) while no such pattern has been
observed in the case of PT-III distribution.
With the K–S rejection frequencies and AIC
relative distribution rankings, the present study
concludes that PT-III distribution is capable of
producing good relative ﬁt for SPEI calculation at
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Figure 8. Results from K–S test for North-East hills zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of 0.05 for
each probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

short accumulated periods of 3- and 6-month time
scales all over India and for all meteorologically
homogeneous zones. Whereas, for long-accumulated periods, although GEV, LL and PT-III distributions can all be adopted for all zones taking
into consideration the K–S test results, the use of
GEV distribution is recommended over other distributions due to its better ﬁt for most of the grid
points which is determined by AIC. There are few
evidences in the literature for the adaptation of
GEV distribution in the extreme rainfall analysis
over India (Alam et al. 2015; Chavan and Srinivas
2017). Therefore, the present study recommends
PT-III distribution and GEV distribution at
shorter and longer time scales respectively, in the
drought characterisation all over India with SPEI
as drought index.

To study and validate the performance of SPEI
resulting from a selected candidate probability
distribution after testing for goodness of ﬁt, the
present study used Drought Severity Index (DSI),
which is a remote sensing-based drought index
accounting for the terrestrial evapotranspiration
and vegetation greenness products such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Indices (NDVI)
derived from satellite observations (Shah and
Mishra). A comparison is made between the SPEI12 calculated using GEV distribution and DSI to
evaluate how SPEI performs when compared to a
remote sensing data-based drought index. For this
purpose, we chose 2002 which has been considered
as the worst drought in the modern Indian history.
In ﬁgure 11, we can observe that the drought
intensity patterns as estimated by both SPEI and
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Figure 9. Results from K–S test for Jammu and Kashmir zone with accepted and rejected grid points at a significance level of
0.05 for each probability distribution for the accumulated periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.
Table 1. K–S rejection frequencies (%) for the probability distributions for various SPEI accumulation periods all over India.
Distribution
GEV
Pearson Type III
Log Logistic
Normal

3 months

6 months

12 months

24 months

59.08
57.5
69.32
95.57

41.08
24.46
69.53
86.65

10.15
7.17
9.09
38.6

17.87
11.59
18.59
41.04

DSI are in agreement for most regions of India with
exceptions being some parts of Central and NorthEast India. Even though both the index values can
theoretically have a range of unlimited negative
and positive values, the same value of SPEI and
DSI does not indicate the same intensity of
drought. This limits us to comparing intensity

patterns rather than intensity metrics. Given that,
DSI has been extensively used for drought assessment over India (Shah and Mishra, 2015), the
comparison provides value in the drought assessment using SPEI. The spatial extent of the drought
as estimated by both the indices with 75% area
with SPEI and 71% with DSI. This minor
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Figure 10. Spatial comparison of SPEI distribution with best relative ﬁt based on AIC for various time scales all over India.
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Figure 11. Spatial comparison of GEV based SPEI drought intensities with DSI drought intensities for the year 2002.

difference in spatial extent is due to the estimation
of some areas in North-East India as drought by
SPEI, but not by DSI.
As India is a country associated with strong
seasonality due to monsoon rainfall, it is important that a drought index adopted should capture
the seasonality present in the rainfall. The Standardized Precipitation Anomaly Index (SPAI)
proposed by Chanda and Maity (2015) accounts
for anomalies of the rainfall for capturing the
strong seasonal and periodic monsoon-dominated
climatology of India. The present study compared

the SPEI based on the selected candidate
distribution with SPAI for Central zone to study
the ability of SPEI to capture the seasonality.
SPAI works by ﬁtting the distribution to the
rainfall deﬁcit observed in a particular accumulation period when compared to long term average
rather than the actual rainfall in the period.
Figure 12 shows the 3-month SPAI-3 and SPEI-3
values for the non-monsoon months of January
and May, and for monsoon month of August (accumulated over June, July and August) for all
over India from 1951 to 2014. For the year 2002,
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Figure 12. (a) SPAI-3 values for Central zone for the months of January, May and August and (b) SPEI-3 values for Central zone for the months of January, May and August.
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which is considered to be drought year all over
India (Mallya et al. 2016), the SPAI-3 index values estimated for the months January, May and
August are 0.55, 0.31 and 1.84 respectively
indicating dry conditions corresponding to the
eﬀect of rainfall deﬁcit. That is, a deﬁciency of
rainfall in August which is a monsoon month has
much more impact than the deﬁciency of rainfall
in January/May which are non-monsoon months
(Chanda and Maity 2015). In case of SPEI, the
index values for the year 2002 for January, May
and August are –0.33, –1.86 and 1.10, respectively.
It can be observed that even though 2002 was one
of the worst drought years, SPEI3 value in August
indicating wet conditions. This happens as we ﬁt
the distribution to the entire time series without
factoring in the seasonal aspects of the rainfall.
From ﬁgure 12, the values of SPEI3 for a particular month always tend to lie in a conﬁned range
([1 for August and \1 for May) which does not
represent the drought scenario well in case of
seasonal rainfall. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the SPEI-3 with selected candidate distribution was not able to capture the seasonal variability in comparison to SPAI.

4. Conclusions
The present study compared the performance of a
set of probability distributions to ﬁt the climatic
water balance time series of SPEI formulation.
Four probability distributions of Generalized
Extreme Value, Log-Logistic, Pearson Type III
and Normal distributions were compared in terms
of K–S rejection frequencies and AIC relative
ranking for seven meteorologically homogeneous
zones and all over India. The Normal distribution
was found to be the distribution with highest
rejection frequencies, also with less number of
AIC ranked grid points.
For North, West, and North-East zones, none
of the distributions under consideration ﬁt the
3-month accumulation period of D(P–PET) based
on the K–S rejection frequencies ([70%). GEV
distribution for Central, and Jammu and Kashmir zones and Pearson Type III distribution for
rest of the zones were observed as the best ﬁtting
distributions at 3-month time scale. For 6-month
time-scale Pearson Type III distribution was
identiﬁed as the best ﬁtting distribution for all
zones except North-East hills where GEV was
observed as the best distribution according to

K–S test. For 12- and 24-month time scales,
all the distributions were observed to have
similar (with difference & 5%) K–S rejection
frequencies.
The relative ranking by AIC revealed Pearson
Type III distribution as the best ﬁt for SPEI
values all over India at shorter time scales with
total grid points as 82.89% for 3-month time scale
and 71.91% for 6-month time scale. Whereas, for
longer time scales, GEV distribution has performed best with 50.26% and 58.81% of the total
grids at 12-month and 24-month time scale
respectively. The study also concludes that LL
distribution performs reasonably well for the
North, North-East, North-East hills and South
zones at 12 and 24-month accumulated periods.
Considering this, it would be advantageous to
adopt Pearson Type III over LL all over India and
for each meteorological homogeneous zone for
short accumulated periods of 3- and 6-month time
scales. Although, both GEV, LL and PT-III distributions have similar rejection frequencies at
long accumulation periods of 12 and 24-month
scales, GEV provided better ﬁt for most of the
grid points according to AIC.
The GEV based SPEI12 and remote
sensing-based Drought Severity index (DSI)
drought spatial extents were found to be comparable for most of regions in India. Also, the comparison of SPEI-3 with SPAI-3 revealed that SPEI
is unable to capture the seasonality associated with
the Indian rainfall patterns. Considering the variability of rainfall characteristics over India, the
recommendation of this study is to adopt a suitable probability distribution for each zone for a
given time scale in the SPEI drought characterisation. The results of the present study will be
useful in the drought characterisation and river
water management adaption with respect to each
meteorological homogeneous zone of India.
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